
2016 ASTON MARTIN VanquishCarbon Edition2016 ASTON MARTIN VanquishCarbon Edition
Carbon Black with Obsidian Black Caithness Leather

£SOLD£SOLD

Mileage 284 miles  Engine Capacity 5935cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Semi Automatic  Chassis No. GJ03060

The Vanquish Carbon special edition was produced to be the ultimate expression of Aston Martin. It celebrates this incredible

material and its inherent engineering and aesthetic beauty. The deep front carbon fibre splitter, side strakes, mirror caps and

roof are complemented by black grille, bonnet and side strake meshes, black trim around the distinctive glasshouse, zircotec

exhaust tailpipes and Gloss Black forged 10-spoke 20-inch alloy wheels. The interior is enhanced by a Herringbone carbon

fibre facia trim, black speaker grilles on the Bang & Olufsen audio system, black rotary dial controls and black gearshift

paddles. At its beating heart is a 6.0-litre V12. Sophisticated new engine management frees even more power and torque

while communicating seamlessly with the 8-speed Touchtronic III automatic gearbox. The lighter, faster gearbox enhances

refinement when required but also executes each gearshift with greater precision when the unfettered savagery of the

engineâ€™s ultimate power is summoned. With shifts completed as quick as 130 milliseconds and 568 bhp (576 PS) to draw

upon, the Vanquish Carbon Coupe is capable of 0-60 mph in 3.6 seconds (0-100 km/h in 3.8 sec) and a top speed of 201 mph
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(324 km/h). This nearly new example is equipped with the additional optional extras of; One-77 Steering Wheel finished in

Leather & Alcantara, Galena Silver Stitching Throughout, Aston Martin Wings Embroidery To Headrests, Rear Parking Camera,

Auto Dimming Mirror, 2+2 Seating Configuration, Saddle Leather Floor Mats and an Umbrella. UK supplied with a cost new

price of over Â£200,000 and only covered a mere 284 miles from new, this car represents amazing value for money!
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